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A: Several things are going on. First off, there is a line break at the end of the input file, and that is causing your for loop to run for an extra iteration. To solve that, just add a $
at the end of your input file. In this case, it will not work, but the correct solution will prevent the extra call to your function. Apart from that, when you called your function, you
were doing: @call tmp_fun(input); Which, of course, is a syntax error. You can change this to @call tmp_fun("input"); Which is the same as the previous, but you do not need to
double quote strings. I am also going to assume that you will not want to allow a null input. What you can do, is add @ifd="" to your function, which will take care of the input
automatically. Your tmp_fun() function should look like this sub tmp_fun { my ($f, $arg) = @_; if ($arg eq "") { @lines = @tmp_lines; } else { $lines = ["$f$1". @tmp_lines];

@lines; } } Which will take care of the inputs, no null input, etc. Q: Initialize two different connection string in one class in Entity Framework I am newbie on Entity Framework. I
have created an app in MVC 4 and I am currently create one context class using initializer. (Suppose the name of the context class is DataContext). using (DataContext oContext
= new DataContext(oConnectionString)) { // Some code } Now, I have to use the same connection string for another class DataContext2 which do some different things. I create
a new class and use the same connection string, but in that I have to use database first approach (Database already created, need to create tables). I do not want to create two

different connection string in two classes. Is it possible? If any one knows please tell me. A: You can use this code: using (MyEntities oContext = new MyEntities())
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I want to take out the name of the file (which is always the same in each line) and delete the others to keep only the last one. It seems to me that the line is separated by tab.
My file looks like this: � � � .� � A: In awk $ awk 'BEGIN { FS=OFS="," } { print $1 }' file District 13 Ultimatum 1080p Download District 13 Ultimatum 2009 Dvdripenglish

Dubbed Torrent Amazon.com: District 13: Ultimatum: The above awk command will return only one line as you only want to print the field 1 Q: GeoDjango - How to store
GeoPoints with Census Data I am using GeoDjango for a project that has Census Data. What is the best way to store points using Census Data? I'm using a geometry field, which

is a PointField. geometry = PointField() It seems to me that the GeoDataRecord should store the coordinates for Census Data (it does, according to the docs). But is there any
way I can force that? A: GeoDataRecord is automatically used for the coordinate part of a Census Data. If you have another data which you would like to use in Coordinate fields
of your GeoDataRecord, you can specify it like this data = models.GeoDataRecord( geometry=Point(16200,17500), wkt_type=models.GEO_SHAPE, class_name=models.CRS )

ITER Light source The ITER (International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor) will be the first fusion reactor to produce net energy in the foreseeable future, and will be a
critical component in the effort to develop commercial fusion energy. Although significant challenges remain, ITER is well funded, and expected to be in operation by 2025. The
goal of this project is to develop realistic design and analysis models of the ITER reactor, to validate these designs, and to inform future engineering decisions. This project will

utilize the NDSIRI simulation framework to generate design models for ITER and compare these models with existing designs in
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